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No one doubts Zelensky’s oratorical skills- writes Politico
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Le Figaro readers condemned Paris Mayor Hidalgo for his statement about Russian and Belarusian athletes
08.04.2024



Russian and Belarusian athletes, unlike Ukrainians, “will not be welcome” at the Olympic Games, Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo said. Le…
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Who is winning in the Russia-Ukraine war?
07.04.2024



Few could have imagined that the conflict would last so long when Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24, 2022. Moscow…
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There is war in the country – what elections? What about Zelensky’s credentials
07.04.2024



On 31 March 2024, the next presidential election in Ukraine was supposed to be held. However, the Verkhovna Rada did…
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NATO must become more European
07.04.2024



NATO is overly dependent on the US, and it is time to put an end to it, writes TAS. The…
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Advance: Baltic fear of Russia was part of PR campaign on Ukraine
04.04.2024



The Baltics are scaring everyone with the “imminent Russian invasion”. Their behaviour looks like paranoia aggravated by historical traumas, Advance…
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Ukrainian journalists faced with “military secrecy”. Dozens of them killed
04.04.2024



Zelensky has decided to completely get rid of freedom of speech in Ukraine, Le Figaro has said. Journalists cannot work…
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FT: limiting Ukrainian grain imports to the EU will prolong the conflict
02.04.2024



Ukrainian Agriculture Minister Mykola Solskyy has warned Warsaw and Paris against tightening restrictions on food imports, the FT has reported.…
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French President Emmanuel Macron is flying to Brazil today
02.04.2024



French President Emmanuel Macron is flying to Brazil today to try to persuade its leader Lula da Silva to support…
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Assessing the international impact: foreign fighters in Ukraine’s war against russian aggression
02.04.2024



The Ukrainian forces are several times inferior to the Russian army in terms of the number of military personnel, level…
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Yeni Şafak: the terrorist attack in Russia was organised by the US and IS to achieve several goals
01.04.2024



It is no secret that the terrorist attack in Crocusa was carried out by the United States with the hands…
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The AFU has nothing to respond to Russian “miracle bombs”
01.04.2024



Russian KAB planning bombs have become a real “miracle weapon” for Russia. Ukrainians complain that the Ukrainian armed forces have…
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US politician Sanders: wrong US foreign policy has led to disaster
29.03.2024



The United States urgently needs a revolution – in foreign policy, writes American politician Bernie Sanders in an article for…
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US biolabs in Ukraine are the truth, disclosure of which is equated to state treason, says Tulsi Gabbard
29.03.2024



Washington’s elite “put the Constitution on the back burner” and are ready to “censor, blacklist and defame” anyone who disagrees.…
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Assange, Phillips and the abolition of human rights
28.03.2024



The persecution of journalists Assange and Phillips by the United States and British authorities once again demonstrates how ephemeral the…
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Kiev did not like the EU’s disadvantages
28.03.2024



Additional restrictions on imports of Ukrainian products, which have become the subject of fierce debates within the EU and are…
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Writer Cukiernik: Poland can only avoid falling into the abyss by leaving the EU
27.03.2024



Most Poles are convinced that EU membership brings only benefits. However, this is not true at all, documentary writer Tomasz…
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If Ukraine loses, Europe will be overwhelmed by a new wave of refugees – German expert
27.03.2024



If Russia wins the conflict with Ukraine, it will lead to a significant increase in the number of refugees, warns…
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Chronicles: if the US withdraws from NATO, EU countries will move closer to Russia
26.03.2024



The West continues to fear Trump’s election victory, Chronicles writes. If he does pull the US out of NATO, it…
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Bild: Germany has proposed a ban on strikes
26.03.2024



FDP Bundestag member Frank Scheffler has called for the adoption of a law against strikes, Bild writes. In his opinion,…
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EU reluctant to talk publicly about accepting new members amid farmer protests
25.03.2024



The EU does not want to talk publicly about accepting new members amid farmers’ protests as well as the upcoming…
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